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ABILITIES 
The Manne can walk. run and 
1ump and Is capable of carrying a 
great deal of weapons and 
equipment Humans are the most 
vulnerable of the three species in 
Aliens vs Predator yet possibly the 
best eq1.11pped as well. Marines 
must beware falling from too great 
a height, anythmg over one or 
two stones will definitely 
cause damage 

The Manne can replenish his 
supplies from vanous sources that 
he encounters• sometimes 
ordoance and equipment will be 
found In supply rooms but another 
source is from fallen comrades. 
Wherever there are signs of a 
confrontation. there may also be 
suppl ies lying nearby It's 
important to note that ALL pick• 
ups can be destroyed. Whether 11 
be by enemies. stray gunfire or 
shock waves. they can and w ill get 
destroyed if you aren't careful 

WEAPDIIS 
The player begllls each episode 
with only the Pulse Rifle and must 
locate al1 the other weapons from 
the level. It must be remembered 
that not all will necessarily be 
available In each Ofle 
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General advice for 
firefights is to watch 

ammo counters 
having to reload at 

'inopportune· moments 
Isa potentially fa tal mistake. If 
you're firing and you run out of 

ammo. when you take your 
linger off !PRIMARY FIRE] you will 
automatically reload. depending 
whiCh weapon you are using. this 
will take different lengths of time. 
Note that some weapons have 
other functions that are accessed 
through the !FIRE SECONDARYl 
key. Where applicable. this is 
mentioned in the sections below. 

Pulse Rifle 
The Pulse Rifle carries 99 round 
ammunition clips and can hold 1.1p 
to five grenades in its pump-action 
launcher situated under the nfle 
barrel (act1Vated by the !FIRE 
SECONDARYl keyl. It's the 
wonlhorse weapon of the USCM. 
Picking up Pulse Rifles gives the 
player Ammunition but Pulse Rifle 
Grenades are found as separate 
pick-ups The Pulse Rifle works 
best m short-controlled bursts. 
when fighting Aliens, try to go for 
head shots. this will kill them 
outright while minimising 
acid splash 
Smart Gun 
This is a hea111er weapon than the 
Pulse Rifle and has the added 
adllantage of ophonal auto-target 
locking. It carries a 300 round 
ammo drum ood works best when 
the auto.target mode Is used as 
an aid toa1m1ng rather than relying 
on the gun to aim itself The red 

reticle indicates the target, the 
green shows where the gun Is 
currently aimed and ... when the 
two of them meet. .. it's 
"Goodnight Vienna "! Auto• 
targeting can be especially useful 
when you can't SEE targets for 
one reason or another (e g Aliens 
hidden in darkness or invisible 
Predators>. watch where the 
reticle goes and it will show you 
where danger lies. 

Somewhere in the depths of an Alien 
labyrinth there stood a cocooned civilian 
who knew too much. We tracked him 
down and extracted his secrets before 
the face huggers got him. This is what 
he said ... 

On auto-target. the Smartgun will 
target the centre of mass. with 
Aliens this can be dangerous. 
causingwide•rangingacid splash 
It's recommended the Smartgun 
be used at a distance or that at 
close range the auto•targetIng Is 
deactivated and that 'free mode· Is 
used for more precise targeting 
!FIRE SECONOARYl switches 
between ·auto track ' and 
"free' modes. 

Flame-tttrower 
This carries a short •h11ed tank of 
highly flammablehqu1d fuel and 
can project a streak offtameover 
a close to med11.1m range 
Generally. ii ignites any targets on 
contact. However. keeping a 
continuous slream on targets will 
dispatch them more quickly. Of 
course this can quickly dram fuel 
To preserve fuel . a short•burst fire 
pattern Is recommended 
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Generally speaking. humans die 
veryqu1cklyoncesetahght. Aliens 
can be held at bay with bursts 
from a flame.thrower but. once 
alight , will relentlessly p1.1rsue their 
prey until they themselves die 
Aliens explode (again. watch that 
acid} once their shells are super• 
heated lo a certain point. training 
the name•thrower on them will 
speed up this process. Predators 
are much more resilient to fire 
damage and have devices to both 
ext1ngu1sh and repair damage 
inflicted upon them. You must be 
careful not to ignite yourself with 
the flame-thrower! Running and 
firing is not adllised and great care 



DERELICT~--.. A- rri ilititry.i; du'"striil t b"as;'·b~ ill-~ d 

a crashed alien spaceship found to 
contain xenomorph eggs. Work is 
under way to harvest tho eggs for 
further examination. Unfortunately, 
some Aliens hove gotten loose . 

A 'small CO iony settle'ment '.charged 
with monitoring the nemby 
Atmosphere Processor. The Aliens • 
have reached here and overrun this as 
well. This episode features the~~t .... 
exteriors of the colony b?se~],lti 

ThiS Ci:,isode is set" in- the interior of 
the Atmosphere Processor. now 
inhabited by Aliens. The player must 
work their way through the AP to get · 
to a suitable evacuation po!nt where a 
Oropship will pick him up.r 

' 
~n~ t::u~::ifti~1d~~:~:;:a~~:1r~~!◄ 
from both Aliens AND Predators. You ~ 
must navigate through the interior of,~1 
the station, semching for a way off. 1Jr7i 

Eventually you find an escap~ ~ ehi~ ~J 

lJnf; rt lffiat81y: the' Aliens' have ~ 
reached the military starship as 
well. So ifs a last ditch attempt to 
rid the craft of the Alien mennce so 
that you can finally head back to 
planet Earth! 

H;;;A~N;,;GAR=---There somethinQ BIG irlth8 .drOJ)ship 

hangar. An Alien Queen is getting 
ready to nest when you turn up to 
spoil her fun. Hide from her under 
floor grating, dodge her deadly blows 
and GET HER OUT! " 

911emy Of iicochet off surfaces 
and explode after their internal 
fuse times out. 

should be taken in close confines 
as flames can "bounce· off walls 
and come back at you 
Grenade La■nc:her 
This carries six-round magazines 
of three different types of 
grenade. While similar to the 
grenades !,red by the Pulse Rifle. 
these have a greater range of 
splash damage and more 
spec1ahsed functions. The 
launcher f,res in a more parabol,c 
traJectory than the Pulse Rifle and 
th,s can allow grenades to be 
'dropped" onto targets from 
above. The three types are 
Standard. Fragmentation. and 
Prox,m1ty 

Fragmentatoo grenades 
behave In a s1m,lar fashioo but are 
marked by a tra,1 of black smoke 
When they detonate they throw 
out hundreds of shrapnel pieces 
ProxJm1ty Grenades trail white 

Standard Grenades leave a 
trail of white smoke and will 
detonate on contact with an 
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smoke but do not ncochet . 
instead they stick to whichever 
surface they come into contact 
with. OnceaProx. st1cks.asmall 
s911sor will trigger ,1 to explode 
when someone comes w, thin the 
'k,11 range·. Prox. Grenades also 
have a fail-safe time after which 
they will detonate. they emit a 
beeping sound which increases in 
frequency as they near this point. 

The !FIRE SECONDARYJ 
button switches between the three 
grenade types 
SADAR 
This is a one-shot. disposable 
rocket launcher. It ,s ,nt9flded fOf 
long•range. large scale 
destruction. Using it within any 
kind of confined space will create 
a potent,ally fatal explosion and ,s. 
therefore. strongly advised 
against The SADAR can be an 
extremely useful weapon but It 
does obscure a large part of the 
player's view. 
MINIGUN 
The Mimgun Is a stx-barrelled. 800 
round. shredding machine from 
Helli It's possibly the most potent 

weapon in a Marine·s arsenal. 
nothing but NOTH ING can 
withstand it 

The detriments of the weapon 
are that ii uses an unholy amount 
of ammuni tion and that ,t kickshke 
a proverbial mule. It's defini tely 
best used at a decent range 
s,nce It can cause an awful 
messCand, w, thAliens, 
that means acid) 
TherecOil is much 
more vicious ,fyou're 
moving 
while firing. As 
aresuh the best 
tactic with the 
weapon is to plant 
yourself squarely 
and target enemies 
while far 
enough away 
to 'chase them· 
with the bullets 
ii necessary. It Is 
here that the 
M1mguntruly 
comes into its own 

EO■IPME■T 
The player beg,ns each level with 
lull health and Armour C 100% for 
both} All of the following. with the 
exception of Medikits: Armour 
pick-ups and the Jet Pack are part 
of the Marine's standard 
equipment and are available at 
all t,mes 
MoUon Tracker 
Th,s detects moving objects within 
a 30m radius through a 180"arc in 
a sweeping pulse in front of the 
player. Wh911 motion Is detected. 
a h,gh pitched beep can be heard 
The higher the pitch, the closer 
the ob1ect NOTE, The Motion 
Tracker is automatically 
deactivated when the player uses 

the Image lntens1f1ervisoo 
system. Although It picks up even 
very slight motion, It has been 
noticed that Ahens. In their 
donnanl state will NOT show up 
on the motion trackers 
lma9■ Intensifier 
This device amplifies ambient light 
so that. even ,n complete 
darkness. the player can see. lt"s 
best used in extremely low lighting 
cond 111ons as, since 11 is extremely 
sensitive. it can easily be 
overloaded by light sources 
C111ctudmg art1f1c1al lights. muzile 
Rashes. flares. !,re and so onl 
NOTE, Using the Image Intensifier 
vision system automatically 
deactivates the Motion TrockOI'". 
The player can use the Image 
Intensifier for an indefinite amount 

oft,me. asit is self.charging 
Annour 
Although the you start with 100% 
Armour. there is no doubt that 
ffiOfe will very quickly be neededl 
Armour will part,cular1y protect 
from acid damage caused by Alien 
blood It also protects (to a lesser 
degree) against penetrative and 
concussive impacts but WILL 
NOT shield you from damage 
caused by fire . steam or 
electric,ty. As with weapons and 
ammumtIon. Armour can be found 
in vanous locations, usually near 
the remains o f some other 
hapless Manne 

MedlkH 
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and the 0 1ne,r p,c.;-..QS) ,.,.._, one 
is picked up ,1 ._,:or-.a:,caly 
restoresthe pia'/e's--ea.-::; 
100%. They canno< oe s:ore:: 'or 
later use, chec11. yov "'ea- an;i • 

you don 't need to :... ..c :n,-.

about leaving ,t for la:er 
Rares 
Although the playef' has tr 
'infinite' amount of 
phosphorescent flares there car 
only be four of them Ill the v.orld 
at any one time. They have a 
relatively short hfe span (30 secs 
or sol and there Is a spec1c1t ·oF• 
hand" key to throw them. Flares 
will adhere to most surfaces and 
emit a bright light and a stream of 
smoke They make a handy 
alternative to the Image lntens,hef 
since you can 't get the "overbum 
problem that you get with 
the intensifier. 
Additionally. In a multi-player 
scenano they could prove useful 
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to blind someone who is usmg an 
Image lntens1f1er Once In the 
world, flares ARE destructible, you 
can shoot your own to get rid of 
them (Of someone else can shoot 
them) Of Just let them bum out. 
They also play havoc with auto
trackmg weaponsl If you find 
yourself being chased by someone 
with a Smartgun. drop a Few flares 
to distract them. 
.Jet Pack 
Th,s Is NOT a general ptece of 

equipment and is available only 
in certain Bonus Episodes 

where there ,s no other way 
for the Manne to get 

around. It can only be 
used in short bursts 

A MAi~•s AD\liCe! 
1 ;a n;e E!.ivirOri'ment i$ tftl1Y th'ree-dilTleriSi0ria_1."aiid_ t h8 · 

: en~my can come from any direction, includiri9 lJp, ·,;,.~ 
' anddown '.'U,1,,~ · ~-:~~~ 

" 2 . Enemies constantly move throughout the environment, 
it's impossible to tell exactly where they might come from. 
Don·t hang around or they"II be all over you! ,. -
3 . Once an Alien is wounded it will not jump about as 
much , giving you more of a chance to take it out. 
4. Your Motion Tracker is your friend but watch out 
because it will detect moving elevators and other such 
non threatening movmg ob1ects as well as Allens 

and P,edal0'5 1"4'". B;~ ~, .• ,• 
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of tho oor. ake this lift 
down and find the control 
centre, toward the middle of 
the room. On this control 
contre is a switch. Operate 
this switch and a blast door 

--•--wrn opon on the other side of 
the control centre as the one 
behind you closes. Proceed 
through this open blast door, 
into the corridor beyond. 

make a right and proceed 
through the dimly lit hallway. 
Now on your left you·11 sea 
an opening with two exit 
signs . Take this hallway. 

dork, alternatively throwing a 
couple of flares may help. 
You'll see a large section of 
the crashed alien ship, stick 
close to the wall end you'll 
come across a lift. Get on it. 
7) Once the lift has reachod 
the top, move down the 
hallway (you may want to 
tum off the intensifier at this 
point>. Around the right 
comer (where steam spurts 
out a pipe) an Alien will 

gantry in a room with a huge EXIT sign above). There 
structure in the middle that should be a sliding glass 
you can walk through. door. The door should open 
Proceed through the middle automatically. If not. did you 
of the tier and head towmd follow steps 10l nod 1 IJ? 
the doorway opposite of 13) Now that you're through 
where you first entered tho the glass door, you see 
room. You are likely to another huge part of the 
encounter an Alien here. derelict! This whole base has 
10) Now you'll find yourself been built around this 
on a ledge overlooking crashed alien ship. Head over 
another large chunk of the to the entrance Cthe first hole 
derelict spacecraft. Watch on left} and get inside. 

3) Keep following until you 
come to a secured glass 
door. There's a switch to the 
left of the glass door. Shoot 
the switch to break the glass 
cover and hit the ·operate' 
key to activate switd1. This 
opens another door next to 
the switch. Proceed through 
the newly-opened door. 

5) Go left through the door 
and you'll find a room with 
Alion eggs on conveyor belts. 
Go to the hall down the stairs 
and to the right. At the end of 
this is a huge door that you 

s . attack! Use the Pulse Rifle , 
rs head shots are more efficient 
of and cause less acid splash. 

your step and head to the T- Proceed to the left. 
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s can ·1 be opened until you use 
the white button located to 

4) Follow the hallway, up 
some stairs. to a gantry level. 
Make a left and follow unlit 
you find an elevating section 

tho right of it. Proceed 
through the multiple sliding 
doors in this section. 
6) Get to end of the hallway 
nnd you 'll notice the area is 
pitch black. Use the image 
intensifier hit the 'I' key and 
now you can navigate in the 
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Energy but Wnstblades and 

~' • Speargun do not The 
D,sc only uses energy 

,f,t IS 'recalled' 
• As before. where 

' (FIRE SECONDARVl 
me ftmct1on. 1t w,11 be 

descnbed below 
•.\ • • , Wrtstblades 

AmLITIES :~:;t: ;;~~~.a~~u~~:.t~~~ 
The Predator is much stronger tearing tool that extends from the 
than the Colonial Marine and gauntlet of his righ t hand. !FIRE 
much more resistant to harm. He PRIMARY] results in a number of 
wears a l,fe support helmet that d,fferent slashes and punches 
has vanous functions. mduding You can power•up a much 
enhanced v,s,oo modes for stronger punch by hoklmg !FIRE 
tracking prey and also possesses SECONDARVl until the arm pulls 
stealth technology which allows all the way back and then 
himself to reoder himself almost releasing it. This power•up punch 
1nV1s1ble to the naked eye has another purpose once 

All of the Predators 'techno· 
weapons and equipment relies on 
a single source of power. It ,s this 
F,eld Energy that is measured by 
the blue digits on the righ t•hand 
side of the HUD. Careful 
conseNat,on of this energy marks 
an expenenced hunter from 

'""'"'" The Predator starts every 
level w,th all of h,s weap0fls and 
equipment Correct usage of 
equipment and resource 
management 1s the name of the 
game here The Plasma Pistol and 
D,sc weapons are only available 
after the third level when he goes 
up against massed Aliens 

WEAPONS 
PredatOf'S have a ng,d set of rules 
for'fa,rhuntmg·.th,smeansthat 
not all weapons can be used wh,le 
using the Cloak1og F,eld The 
Pistol. Speargun. and D,sc alt 
deact1va1e the Cloaking Field as 
they are f,red, potentially leaving 
the Predator exposed. Only the 
P1asmacaster and Wris tblades are 
Judged to be 'fair use· while 
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someone is dead. If the Predator 
,s next to a corpse and does a 
power•up punch with the head of 
thecorpseftxed in his cross•ha1rs 
he w,11 cla,m the skull as a trophy! 
The head wi ll fly off . the Predator 
w, 11 roar and you will be able to 
see th,s trophy reflected in the 
statistics screen presented at the 
end of the level 

Also worth not,ng ,s that the 
damage dealt by the Wristblade ,s 
heavily biased since 11 comes from 
ooe s,de of the Predator 
Expenment with where you stand 
relative to an opponent to get the 
best resul ts' 

Also, ,f you are attacking an 
Alien with nothing but Wristblades 
you should be careful to back up 
quickly toavo1dac1d 
Plasma Pistol 
Th,s hand•held weapon is a b,t of 
an energy hog but has some 
extremely positive aspects It 
causes massive electrical damage. 
has a decent•S1Zed splash damage 
range and ,s good agamst both 
Aliens and Mannes. It also f,res 
parabol,ca!lyClikethe Manne 

8) Follow the hall to a room 1 D At the end of the hallway. the ·Space Jockey' room . Get 
two with big generators and two 

ventilation fans. Watch out 
for these fans as they will 
suck you in. Shoot the 
generators to disable them 
and you can pick up the 
Pulse Rifle and Medikit 

to your right. there's a off the lift and look for an exit 
switch . Operate that switch tunnel in the wall. As you 
and head back along the might expect you're likely to 
ledge. There's a recess part bump into Aliens here! The 
way along that's actually a hallway should lead you to 
lift. Step onto this and take it another lift. Once you 've 
down to the bottom of this taken that down, get off and 

located near one of the fans. 
Back upstairs and turn left. 

huge area 
12) From 
rinht {the 

-------------lliiiiii PReDATOR! 
The Predator is one of a race of savage intergalactic 
hunters. compelled to seek out the toughest. most 
resourceful prey they can and to bet their lives on the 
results of their hunts. 
Predators are strong and swift, although not quite up to the 
raw physical abilities of Aliens, Predators have the added 
advantage of extensive hunting weaponry which varies from 
the barbaric to the truly technological. Their savagery and 
strength g ives them an edge on Colonial Marines whi le their 
weaponry gives them an edge on Aliens. 
The Predator HUD displays Health, Field Energy, and (when 
necessary) Speargun Ammunition . 
1. HEALTH: represented by the red digits 
2 . FIELD ENERGY: represented by the blue digits 
3 . SPEARGUN AMMUN ITION: the no. of spears available for 
the speargun 

Grenade Launcher} For best 
results. avo,d h11t1ng the AJ,en 
directly since they will explode in a 
shower of damaging acid Try to 
land shots nearby them so that 
they are caught ,n the shock 
wave, th,s will kill them wi thout 
blowing them up! 

On the other hand. Marines 
are more susceptible to direct 
hits. If they are caught in the blast 
wave they WILL take damage but 
if they are hit dead centre they will 
suffer massive electncal shocks 
andd1e' 
Speargun 
The Predator has a collapsible 
Speargun which discharges long, 
v,c,ous spikes of metal, capable of 
ei ther an mstant k,!I or ma1mmg 

The number of spears ,s 
dependent on the skill level that 
you're playmg at. 

The most important po,nt to 
note about the speargun is that 
Al,ens are generally not killed by 
being maimed whereas humans 
are. Aliens w,11 continue to pursue 
an enemy after having a significant 
part of the,r bodies pinned to the 
wall w,th a spear! To take out an 
Ahen with a spear you have to hit 
them ,n the head or upper torso 
reg100. The Speargun can np bits 
off Mannes and pin them to walls 
but IS ALWAYS fatal. the VIChm 
always dies. 
Plasmacaster 
The Plasmacaster ,s an auto• 
targetmg weapon and. apart from 

proceed through tho hallways 
until you reach the large 
round chamber. End of level! 

the Wristblades is the only one 
that will not cause the Predator to 
decloak ,f he !,res it. To truly get 
the best out of this weapon. it 
must be used m con1unction with 
the correct V1s10n Modes 
Whatever enemy 1s highlighted in 
the partocular VlSIOO mode will be 
targeted by the Plasmacaster. 

As a default th,s weapon fires 
a low power blast. To increase 
th,s. hold down the !FIRE 
PRIMARY] button and you wil l see 
two things happening: 1) the blue 
energy bars on the HUD will 
decrease and, 2) the small red bar 
on the Predator's wrist computer 

,ts target 
You may also use the [FIRE 

SECONDARY) button to boost 
the stored charge without fmng 1t 
Th,s whole amount w,11 theo be 
released next t,me the (FIRE 
PRIMARY] button is pressed 

Warning, autO•torgeting takes 
time and Aliens move very fast. 
th,s weapon 1s better for sniping 
than close, furious combat 
Disc 
The smart fnsbee•sty(e weapon 
rounds out the Predator's arsenal 
hke the Plasmacaster. th,s auto• 
targets based on YlSoOn modes. If 
no target is acquired 1t will simply 
Ay straight ahead If a target is 
acquired theo pressing the [FIRE 
PRIMARY] button w,11 launch the 
d1scat that target. The D,sc 
weapon is usually an instant killer, 

' . :. ,, 
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A PReDATOR'S AD\liC~ . . 4 
1. Using the Cloaking Field in conjunction with zooming 
abilities allows the player to pick off foes from afar. 
2. It's important to learn the limitations of the Cloaking Field. 
Moving makes the cloak less efficient. Doors are still 
triggered by invisible Predators and will give away the 
player's position . Bright lighting conditions make it easier to 
spot the cloak's irregularities. 
3. Sometimes it pays to be in the wrong Vision Mode! If 
you 're in the mode for hunting humans it's easy for an Al ien 
to sneak up on you without you seeing him. 
4. The MediComp uses a lot of field charge , it's wise to use 
it before picking up a new Field Energy Unit. 
5. To benefit from self-charging energy-intensive weapons 
and equipment should be used minimally. 

If 1t hits its intended target. If it 
misses then it attempts to swing 
back to you so that 1t can be 
thrown again. Sometimes. 
however, the Oise becomes stuck 
inawall. lfyoucanreach 1t. simply 
touch 1t to collect it 
If. however. the Disc is m some 
unreachable pos1t1on then 1t can 
be ·recalled' using the the !FIRE 
SECONDARY] button. This 'calls 
back' the Disc but costs a lot of 
energy to do so. 

EOUIPME■T 
Othef- than the Grappling Hook. 
these items are all part of the 
Predator's normal equipment and 
are available 1n all levels. 
Field Energy Units 
The Predator's enet'gY system wilt 

Aliens are much Faster than either 
the Predator or the Colonial 
Marineandcaniumpfar furtheras 
well. Add111onally Ahens have 1he 
ability to move on all surfaces as 
swi ftly as they do on the floor. 
walls. floors. ceilings. it's all the 
same to Aliens. To be able to stick 
to any surface all the player needs 
to do is hold down the tCROUCHJ 
key. Ahenscanfallfromany 
he,ght and sustain no 
damage whatsoever 
~ ...... 
Already a powerful jumper. the 
AJ,encanjumpeven more 
pov,,erfully by squatting pnor to a 
iump. Th,s ,s ac:h,eved by holding 
the ICROUCHJ key and then 
,ump1ngand isparticular!yuseful 
'0<iumping straight up to the 
:e,1 ng While doing th,s an Ahen 

recharge over time ii not used for 
energy-draining funct1ons(e.g ii 
the Predator remains cloaked he 
will ne,therga,nnorlosecharge) 
However. hidden throughout the 
episodes in the game there are a 
number of Field Energy Units that 
willgweh,maninstantfull 
powe<recharge 
Cloaking Fleld 
When activated, this rendors the 
Predator well-nigh invisible to the 
naked eye. It bends light around 
him. allowing h,m disappear at will! 
ltusesasmuch F,eldChargeasis 
automatically regenerated Cso 1f 
you s1ay cloaked you wilt never 
recharge without a pick up) 

The Cloak,ng Field is not 
1nfalhble. It w,11, for example, short 
out if comes into contact with 
water Cram. puddles. etc) so ,t 

can easily jump three or four 
stones in a single leap 
111av1a•••'"'"'t vt•••• 
Ahen perceptions are different 
from those of a Human or a 
Predator. The way this presents 
itself to the player,sthat the 
world appears as 11 1t were being 
v,ewed though a 'fish eye· lens 
Secondly. the Al ien mostly sees 
the world in 'Hunt Mode" . this 
means that the screen appears 

must be deactivated or 11 will not 
be operable again untol the 
next m,ssion 

Marines can st,11 'spot' a 
cloaked Predator, part icularly ,f 
you do somethmg silly like bump 
into them or open a door that they 
are guarding! 

The Cloak.mg Field is useless 
for hidmg from Aliens. the•r 
pheromooe•based senses will 
easily detect a cloaked Predator 
Vision Modes 
The Predator's helmet can 
enhance his v,soon. allow,ng him to 
perceive d,fferent ranges of the 
electromagnetic spectrum that 
help him to detect his prey. Th,s is 
also used for auto-targeting of 
weapoos such as the 
P1asmacaster and D,sc There is a 
negligible Field Energy 
consumptlOfl for use of these 
Pressing a key cycles through the 
three available Vis,on Modes: one 
1s Fordetect,nghuman heat 
signatures. another is for 
detecting electncal sources 
<Ahens show up like neon signs, 
all that acid means they 're like 
giant batteries) and the last 1s for 
Predators and Predator 
technology. Some v1s1on modes 
will a!so help the Predator ·see 1n 
the dark' to navigate through 
certain areas or environments 
Long Range Zoom 
Another helmet function allows the 
Predator to zoom 1n on far off 
victims for srnpmg. Although not a 
favoured tactic amongst the 
Predators. this has its place m 
theor arsenal Use the CZOOM IN] 
and !ZOOM oun keys 
Medicomp 
This allows the Predator to heal 
himself. based only on the amount 
of Field Charge he has. When the 
Med1Comp 1s ac\;ve [FIRE 
PRIMARY} uses Field Energy (a 
s,grnf1cant amount> to energise a 
health-gMng compound This will 
restore his health to 100%. 
Al ternatively. if the Predator is on 
fire !FIRE SECONDARY) wilt act 
as a fire suppression system. 
usmgmuchlessF,eldCharge 
Grappling Hook 
As with the Matine's Jet Pack. this 
,s NOT a generally available piece 
of equipment. Pressing the key 
once fores the Grappling Hook 
which attaches itself and 'reels in' 
the Predator and pressing the 
same key agam releases the hook 

I 
much as ii normally would for the 
player who ,s a Manne . w,th the 
not,ceable except10n that all prey 
emits pheromones which the Al,en 
perceives as a coloured halo 
surroundmg all potential vic tims 
The colour of the halo1s 
dependent on the spec,es 
humans are blue. Predators are 
green and any other Aliens. red 
Th,s makes 1t impossible for most 
enemies to hKle m the shadows 

MiSSiON WAlKTRHOUGH! [ 
Predator mission 1: 
Waterfall 
1) You start near the top of 
the stairs. Cloak and 
proceed forward to the 
railing. You may switch 
vision modes to highlight the 
humans (this is mostly 
shades of blue with 
humans highlighted as 
heat signatures). 
2) Zoom in on and kill the 
two marines patrolling the 
area. If you use the 
Plasmacaster you will remain 
cloaked however most of 
your other weapons 
deactivate the cloak 
when fired. 
3) l eap down <remember, no 
falling damage for you , not 
unless you land in 
something lethal like ... say, 
molten lead. for example) 
and activate the switch 
located at the foot of the 
stairs. If you enter the tunnel 
beyond you will encounter 
more humans but will still 
have to return here to 
proceed (a good hunter 
never shirks at practise 
however). Around here you 
should find one or two Field 
Charge pick-ups. If you have 
sustained damage consider 
using your MediComp to 
heal yourself before 
collecting a Field Charge 
pick-up (the M ediComp 
requires a fair bit 
of energy). 
4) Go back up the stairs 
where you came from and 
jump over the railing onto 
the ledge to the right, then 
make a running jump onto 
the next ledge. 
S) Proceed through the door, 
it's wise to cloak again , 
since there is another 
Marine stationed here. Kill 
him however you like (if you 
are cloaked you should be 
able to sneak up to him and 
use your wristblades>. If you 

wish to take his head as a 
trophy you must use your 
Wristblade 's secondary 
attack while the corpse's 
head is in the very centre 
of your screen , if you 
succeed you will let out 
a roar! 
6) Beware! Another Marine 
is located on at the top of 
the stairs ahead. If you have 
decloaked he will probably 
spot you. 
7) Proceed up the stairs and 
go forward until you reach 
another set of stairs going 

down. This is the second 
security level. Kill the 
two marines patrolling 
the area. 
8) Proceed down the stairs 
and through the doorway on 
the right. Make a right down 
the stairs. Cloak. go through 
the door and kill the two 
marines patrolling the area. 
9) Activate the switch on the 
right. Turn around: go back 
through the door and up 
the stairs. 
10> Keep going straight 
and through the door and 
up the stairs into a room 
with a pool of water on 
the floor. 
11) Approach the doorway 
on the right, activate the 
switch and the door will 

open. Go through the door 
and up the stairs continuing 
straight across the ledge and 
stopping at the other end 
of it. 
12) Proceed forward onto 
the catwalk. Continue 
forward and the catwalk 
will wrap around to the 
other side. Stop before 
going downstairs. 
13) Cloak and walk down the 
stairs, killing the Marine 
patrolli ng the area. Head 
through the door in the 
Northwest comer and up 
the stairs. 
14) Enter the room and kill 
the Marines patrolling the 
area. Enter the doorway next 
to the bottom of the stairs. 
activate the switch and the 
door wi ll open. 
1 S) Enter the room with the 
Power Loader in the centre 
and kill the two Marines 
stationed there. 
16) Proceed through the 
doorway in the Northwest 
comer and down the stairs, 
killing the Marine near 
the bottom. 
17) Proceed forward along 
the walkway and enter the 
doorway on the right. You 
should hear the waterfall by 
now. Activate the switch and 
open the door. Proceed 
forward down the stairs to 
the waterfall. 
18) Go up the stairs to 
the right and activate the 
switch to call the elevator. 
Get on it and let it take 
you up. 
19) Get off the elevator. 
watch out for the M arine at 
the top. Activate the door 
switch and go through the 
blast doors to end the level. 



However. Androids do not emit 
pheromones and so are not 
haloed In theA11en'svis10n 

In extremely low light Cor no 
light) cond1t1ons the player can 
shift into Navigation Mode at any 
time by pressing the 
Navigate/Hunt key This allows the 
Alien to see clearly m the dark but 
with a l,m1ted range. It has an side
effect of negating the pheromone 
haloes of prey which. coupled with 
the limited range of perception, 
means that the player must be 
careful not to run straight Into an 
enemy without seeing them! 
Impressive though this set of 
ab1l1t1es might be. 11 sbll leaves the 
Alien with no long-range attacks 
and they must come into close 
contact to be able to claim a 
v1ct1m. Even with speed on their 
side. their hardened bods are still 

vulnerable to the high-powered 
weapons of Mannes 
and Predators 

WEAPONS 
The AJ,en does not have 
selectable weapons in the same 
way as the other characters. both 
Claw and Tail Attacks are available 
at any t,me and the Jaw Attack 
will only occur in specific 

key This attack is 
much faster and 
about as powerful as 
a Predator's attack 
and can easily kill 
an unarmoured 
human w, th one 
swipe. Add1t1onally 
the Alien will gain some 
health Cthe amount is dependent 
on difficulty level being played) by 
slashing and shredding a 
dead victim 
Tan Attack 
An Alien tail. with its heavy barbed 
tip. delivers a more powerful blow 
than the claws. It can be used in 
two ways: simply pressing [FIRE 
SECONDARY] once causes It to 
lash out at the nearest enemy 
whereas hold,ng the (FIRE 
SECONDARYJ co,ls the ta,I up. 
gMng it more power, ready to 
strike when the button is released . 
.JawAH.ack 
This is more than simply an attack 
for the A lien. ii is also their means 
of regenera ting health. When an 
Alien Is close enough and in the 
correct positiOn Cwith the victim 
dead centre In the screen) the 
upper and lower iaws come in 
slightly at the top and bottom of 
the screen to indicate the Jaw 

Attack can now occur. all the 
player must do is press the {FIRE 
PRIMARY] button. If successful 
this will fully recharge an Alien's 
health and can even boost it 
beyond the usual maximum for a 
short periOd of time 

A Jaw Attack is always a killing 
move, Predators are too strong 
and too protected to kill with a 
Jaw Attack. Aliens can sense this 
and the player will observe that 
the Aliens J8WS only appear when 
the Predator has first been 
weakened to the point at which a 
JawAttackwillki1l1t 

It's also possible to Jaw 
Attack corpses which will also 
reward the player wi th a health but 
notasmuchasaw1thahvevic11m 
(but more than simply slashing up 
a corpse). Aliens will not Jaw 
Attack Androids and other things 
which may be regarded as a 
threat, but not as prey. 
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to run a gauntlet of humans and 
Aliens Despite the fact he can 
tum inv1s1ble. use an ,nfra-red 

• viewpoint and even possesses 
bu,lt -,n self-targetting weaponry, 
life isn· t easy for Preddy baby. 
Whoever you choose. the 
m1sS1ons and levels differ. g,vmg 
an already kmg-lMng game. even 
more hie. It also makes the multi 
player loads of fun as you can 
decide between you and your 
mates iust who 1s the toughest. 
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creat ing an atmosphere Whoever 
you choose to play. it's an intense 
experience Ptay as the manne 
and your heart will soon be 
pounding as the sound effects and 
motion tracker combine to 
senously mess with your head and 
make your 1umpy. Be the Alien and 
the atmosphere ,s at ,ts best when 
you're hanging onto the ce1hng 
with a party of mannes 
below frant,cally searching 
fo, you. The Predator 1s no 
slouch in the 
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increase its effectiveness. ofusingtheminconfinedspaces. 

SMARl&UN: A"'°"'""'"yth;og 
, lhatmoves.Redcirde.greencirde. 

Whentheymeetinlhemiddleofthe 
screen.ouch.tbafsgonnaleawamarl( 
ct1memoming. 
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anything that's near when it goes off 
(including~ul.Solaunth 
wilhcaution. 

MINI GUN: Now we're talking. Six 
barrelsand800roundsofpure 
shreddingpower.lnstantdeathfor 
anythingmfrontofil 
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l • ~ Top fun attack h'om a distance 
~~ and watch as you cut humans 
~ • m half or even decapitate them 

,f you 're a good enough shot. 

• \vRISTBUDES: When you slash and wall (we Like that a krl,I. Good fun in 
punch.thesebabinmakearealmessof adealhmatch. 
any1mew!!fscloseloyou. Canbt 
charyed--upforstrongpunch. 

TDU6HNESS· O•od'l•fijhl. 
clii'!fllbilSIDkill iDw udl 
"'IN 
WEAPONS: 0..1'"" 
¥tforaimos 
FIGIIT RANMltJG:c ,..._ 
ltllll IN WEAPONS: a... .a =-=•tualS)'OII 

PIASMACASTER: The shoulder 
mounted caMOn. needs lhe right viewing 
m!Mletogetlheauto-taryettingat 
itsbest 

SP!Clll FUTURES : 'lill•..., 
lltlltlllllllfill)alwbop!ays~s.The 

=~~::-E!m!N■-6~0~ITT~- 111-...Jr__..., __ ... ,. ...... 
70 :.C!A/i¥: MAY1 999 

{ll)_ANCiNG'tDNJTHEiCJ:ilitiGO 
The Aliens do get one slight advantage ove 
crew. They may not have any projectile we 
down the crouch button and you can run o 
even the ceiling to get at someone. 

The Aliens do get one slight advantage over the rest of the 
crew. They may not have any projectile weapons but hold 
down the crouch button and you can run on any wall or 
even the ceiling to get at someone. 
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The 'on the edge' style of gaming 
is helped by the fact that you can"t 
save the game dunng a m1ss1on -

rifs saved automatically when .you 
complete one. Why? Well, lets 
face it. ii you were unsure aboot a 

, situation in Quake Of' Half-Life 
what did you do? Save it. go 1n all 
guns blazing and if you died 
reload from where you were 
Useful, but when you think about 
11 1t just gave you inf1mte lives Ifs 
better here when the levels may 
not be quite as big, but they're 
tough and you have to think 
carefully about everything you do 
and every scrap you get into 
Infinitely preferable in AVP. 

AVP1s also probably the toughest 
first•person game around (beating 
even the current hard man on the 
block, Thie!J but it 1s also one of 
the most rewarding. F1msh the 
game and you get extra stages for 
each of the three skill levels you 
complete it on. And although the 
graphies don't change hugely. 
every new stage has something a 
bit special for you to find Cgoing 
outside on the second manne 
stage is the periect example) 

AVP shows how an intense 
experience - combined with a 
good plot - can make a game 
stand out way above the crowd 
Dedicated Quake.freaks may tum 

And that's what makes A VP such their nose up at first as you can't 
a gameplayexpenence. It's 3D just rush around blasting 
engine may not be the most everything in sight. but 
poweriul ,n the world (although it's perseverance is the key if you 
domg stuff the others haven"t want to expenence what AVPhas 
managed yet (even pre-empting a to offer - and believe me. it's a 
few of the promised treats in unique experience 
Quake 3) and ii may not have the AVPdeserves a place up there 
all guns blazing approach to the Just below the hkes of Ha/f.LJfe as 

:;~·fi~tt-i~s;i~1 :hr:::~inking i~s~-~~~~~n":~~;~~:able A} ............................. 
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So let's end this debate right now. Just who is the hardest 
character in this sci-fi classic? 

TOU6HIE 

YIWIHS I lillOOl I UWSCAff? I Sl'(EI I WIIW 
mt&IIY 'lftllilSS 

◄Wattheveryone 
panic as their motion 
trackl!~gooffbut 
theytlln'tueyau. 

f4omatter howcynicalyouare,you 
can'lhelpbutloveallthemarines' 
lovely weapons. 

Just howmuchmoredifficull cana 
gamegelButperseverance pays 
off loads. 

You dontgetth1slmdolnerve 
shreddmgupenencevery often II 
you'ranot afan ofQualteclones, 
th1s wdl change your mmd 

lfyoullketh1s 
G1va Ha/fLl/eor T111efago, they 
bothofferanewangleoveryour 
average first person shooter. 
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